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Moon Spotlight Memphis is an 80-page compact guide covering the ins and outs of the Home of the

Blues. Tennessee resident Margaret Littman offers her firsthand advice on must-see attractions, as

well as maps with sightseeing highlights, so you can make the most of your time. This lightweight

guide is packed with recommendations on entertainment, shopping, recreations, accommodations,

food, and transportation, making navigating this musical mecca uncomplicated and enjoyable.This

Spotlight guidebook is excerpted from Moon Tennessee.
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Margaret Littman is both an old-timer and a relative newcomer to Nashville. After graduating from

Vanderbilt University, she left Tennessee for points north over the course of her writing career. But

after 17 years she could no longer resist the siren song of the Parthenon, bluegrass music, or fried

pickles, so she returned to Nashville, where she writes about Music City, Southeast travel, food,

pets, and more. An avid stand-up paddler, she loves being a day trip away from the Tennessee

River to the south, Reelfoot Lake to the west, and Norris Dam to the east.There&#39;s nothing

Margaret loves more than telling natives something they didn&#39;t know about their home state.

And with 75,000 miles on her station wagon already, she has lots of ideas for little-known places to

listen to music, eat barbecue, paddle a lake, hike to a waterfall, or buy works by local

artists.Margaret&#39;s work has appeared in national and regional magazines, including Wine

Enthusiast, Entrepreneur, The Tennessean, and many others. She is the author of several



guidebooks as well as the Nashville Essential Guide, an iPhone app.Margaret has loved lots of

places she&#39;s lived, but the day she looked down and realized she was wearing cowboy boots

in synagogue, she knew she had become a Nashvillian.

This is a small guide to Memphis and some of the surrounding area.For Memphis, the sights,

entertainment and events, shopping, accommodations and food are covered. There is good

information including areas to avoid.The Western Plains area is briefly covered too - the Delta,

Reelfoot Lake, Kentucky Lake, land between the lakes, Jackson and the south including

Shiloh.Some history is included and there is good advice concerning sightseeing, getting around

town and places to eat.Guidebooks seem to avoid publishing their copyright date which would at

least give you an idea when you pick up the book if the information might be outdated. You might

want to write 2013 in the cover so you have that for future reference. The one big minus is that there

is no index which is a useful help when you are traveling and trying to find information. That

omission is not helpful at all.

This little book is very useful for taking around with you and it provides good information on all the

main attractions of Memphis. It is a little out of date now, particularly on Graceland which has had a

major upgrade last year, and, for example, parking is no longer free - the charge is now $10. The

restaurants mentioned in the book were well worth trying.

Good overview and helpful information about all you need to know in Memphis and surrounding

areas. The information is very accurate! There are web links to many places that are being

discussed, which makes it easy to do more research.We thought that we would have a difficult time

finding things to do in Memphis for 5 days. Thanks to this book, we found more to do than we could

get done!This book also contains information the Delta and other parts of Tennessee.

Yes it was precise and accurate and we loved our trip to Memphis. All of it and more. The best was

the Civil Rights Museum. We spenthours there and were so moved in the year of such turmoil and

injustices for our country. We certainly want to return to this city that is comingback and we thought

it was really comfortable and welcoming. Thanks!

This book is a wealth of information on Memphis and it's surrounding areas. I'm so glad that I

downloaded the Kindle version so I've got a compact copy to carry with me and refer to as I travel to



Memphis this week.

Great little book for touring Memphis and surrounding areas. Used it to find the gems of the city.

Worth buying. Small book that easily fits in your bag.

This is a great book to read before you vacation in Memphis. All kinds of information and tips! I plan

to check out the other "Moon" books

Not much detail.
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